A classical action is proposed which upon quantisation yields massless particles belonging to the continuous spin representation of the Poincaré group. The string generalisation of the action is identical to the tensionless extrinsic curvature action proposed by Savvidy. We show that the BRST quantisation of the string action gives a critical dimension of 28. The constraints result in a number of degrees of freedom which is the same as the bosonic string.
Introduction
Among the irreducible representations of the Poincaré group [1] , the massless continuous spin representation [1] - [8] is very peculiar. On the one hand, contrary to the other representations, it does not seem to describe any physical system, but on the other hand it seems to be realised by a sector of a string theory with zero tension. The latter string theory, proposed by Savvidy [10, 11] , is based on a higher derivative conformally invariant action with no Nambu-Goto term.
In this article, we first show how to motivate the action proposed by Savvidy [10, 11] starting from the action of a point particle which upon quantisation leads to massless particles belonging to the continuous spin representation. The point particle action is proposed in Section 3. We then analyse in detail the constraints that arise from the string action. We show, in Section 4, that the constraints are bilocal. They can be transformed to local ones for the case of the open string. The resulting spectrum is shown, in Section 5, to be given by massless standard helicity states. For the case of the closed string, the subject of Section 6, we show that the bilocal constraints can be transformed to local ones at the expense of breaking manifest Lorentz invariance. We then perform a BRST quantisation [14, 15] and show that the nilpotency of the BRST charge gives a critical dimension of 28. The total number of physical degrees of freedom is however 24, the same as the transverse coordinates of the bosonic string. This is a hint of the relevance of this model to describe the tensionless limit of the bosonic string [16] - [18] . It was conjectured in [10, 11] that the states which belong to the continuous state representation are all of zero norm. This was verified for the two first levels in [11, 12] using a GuptaBleuler covariant quantisation. in Section 6 we determine the physical states by fixing completely the gauge. We start in Section 2 by a brief introduction to the continuous spin representations of the Poincaré group.
Fields with a continuous spin representation of the D-dimensional Poincaré group
Consider a massless particle in D-dimensional spacetime. Let its momentum have zero components except for p
The little group leaving the momentum invariant is generated by M ij and M +i = π i , they verify the Lie algebra
which is the Lie algebra of the D − 2 dimensional Euclidean group E(D − 2). The Casimir π i π i = µ 2 classifies the representations of E(D − 2). If µ vanishes then the irreducible representations are given by those of SO(D − 2), these are the helicity states. When µ is nonvanishing we get the continuous spin representation. They are of infinite dimension and are determined by the irreducible representations of the group leaving a given π i invariant, the group SO(D − 3). Wigner [2, 3] proposed manifestly covariant wave equations that carry the fourdimensional continuous spin representations. The wave function depends, in addition to the usual spacetime dependence, on an internal four vector ξ. The bosonic single valued wave equations are
Notice that the last two equations can be regarded as compatibility conditions for the first two. In higher dimensions there are more representations, the immediate generalisation of the above equations corresponds to the trivial representation of SO(D − 3). The next one is for the vectorial representation of SO(D − 3). In order to obtain manifestly covariant equations, one has to rely on gauge invariance. One can try the equations
In fact the first, second and fourth equations are sufficient to determine the rest which are compatibility conditions. To verify that they indeed give a representation of the SO(D − 3) group, let us find the solution with the spacetime dependence e −ip + x − . By fixing the gauge freedom, we can set ψ + = 0. The third equation gives ξ − = 0 and the second ξ i ξ i = 1. The first equation gives the dependence on ξ
The fourth equation give φ − = 0 and ξ i φ i = 0. The solutions of the equations carry the vectorial representation of the SO(D − 3) group. The generalisation to other representations has to rely on gauge invariance and transversality with respect to ξ. A group theoretical treatment can be found in [8] .
Classical action
We look for a classical action with dynamical variables x µ and ξ µ and conjugate momenta p µ and q µ which gives the constraints
Furthermore we require that the action be invariant under reparametrisation. In order to achieve that we introduce a one dimensional metric ds 2 = e 2 dτ 2 and use it in the action
here λ is a Lagrange multiplier which gives the constraint φ 2 . The momenta associated to x and ξ are
Variation with respect to e gives
this is equivalent to φ 1 . The canonical Hamiltonian is
The condition that the two constraints be preserved in time imply that the Poisson brackets of H c with φ 1 and φ 2 must vanish. This gives a secondary constraint [19] ξ.p = 0 whose preservation in time produces the tertiary constraint p 2 = 0. The Poisson bracket of φ 1 and φ 2 gives φ 3 and the Poisson bracket of φ 3 with φ 1 gives φ 4 . It is possible to add Lagrange multiplier to the action in order to get all the constraints as primary ones
An equivalent action can be obtained by eliminating e from the action (12) 
This action has however a singular µ → 0 limit. It is also possible to eliminate the Lagrange multiplier λ by solving for ξ 0 as ξ 2 − 1 and replacing it in the first part of the action. The action loses however its manifest covariance.
Notice that by fixing the gaugeẋ.ξ = 1 the equations of motion obtained from the action, after elimination of the variable ξ give a fourth order equation for x which reads d
this equation is also obtained from the higher derivative action proposed in [7] S = dτ √ẍ νẍ ν , which is not invariant under reparametrisation 4 .
String action and resulting constraints
The world sheet action is now
where the two-dimensional metric h mn replaces e and the two coordinates X and Ξ depend on the two world-sheet coordinates σ 0 and σ 1 . Notice that we did not add an analog of the second term in (12) to maintain conformal invariance. The equations of motion are
The constraints obtained by varying with respect to λ and h mn are
Using (20) and (21) we get for λ
The second equation in (20) together with (23) can be used to determine Ξ in terms of X as Ξ = 2X
We can eliminate Ξ from the action to get the higher derivative action
which is the form proposed in [10] .
Notice that the kinetic term in the action (19) is invariant under the SO(D, D) inhomogeneous group. The (D, D) signature of the kinetic terms signals potential pathologies in the quantum theory like negative norm states and instabilities. We shall return to this point later. The constraints, as expected, will be crucial in solving this potential difficulty.
We now turn to determine the full set of constraints contained in the action. The canonical momenta P µ and Q µ associated respectively to X µ and Ξ µ are (we use the notation γ mn =μ √ −hh mn , we will set from now onμ = 1)
They allow the determination of the canonical Hamiltonian density
where we have denoted −(γ 00 ) −1 by N and γ 01 by M/N. The primary constraints are thus
The first two are the usual (Virasoro) constraints due to the reparametrisation invariance of the string world-sheet. They are first class. The Poisson bracket of H 1 with φ 1 gives
which is not a new constraint. The Poisson bracket of H 0 with φ 1 , on the other hand, gives the secondary constraint
The new constraint φ 2 does not commute with H 0 , it generates a tertiary constraint φ 3 which is given by
It is easy to convince onself that the procedure does not end. It is however possible to find all the constraints by solving explicitly the Ξ equations of motion. It will be convenient to work in the conformal gauge M = 0, N = 1, where the solution for Ξ is
where Ξ(σ) = Ξ(σ, 0). From the requirement that Ξ 2 = 1 be true for all time we get the two bilocal constraints
where σ and σ ′ are arbitrary. Taking the derivative of (33) with respect to σ gives the equivalent constraint
If we set σ = σ ′ in the above equation we get
which is our previous secondary constraint φ 2 . Taking the derivative of (35) with respect to
Finally we get that two constraints (36) and (37) are equivalent to (33). We turn to the second bilocal constraint (34). Setting σ = σ ′ gives the primary constraint φ 1 . Its derivative with respect to σ gives
Setting σ = σ ′ gives the derivative of φ 1 with respect to σ and taking the derivative with respect to σ ′ yields
The σ = σ ′ part of (39) gives φ 3 . In summary, all the constraints are contained in (28), (36), (37) and (39). If we expand (37) and (39) around σ = σ ′ we get an infinite number of local constraints.
An equivalent way of writing the two bilocal constraints (37) and (39) is obtained by taking their sum and difference. The sum gives
The difference gives the equivalent constraint
which can be obtained from (40) by permuting σ and σ ′ . So both (37) and (39) are contained in (40).
The Poisson brackets of H 0 and H 1 with χ can be readily calculated
If we define
Open strings
For open strings with Neumann boundary conditions we have
As usual this implies that the left movers and right movers are not independent, rather one has P R (σ) = P L (−σ) and Q R (σ) = Q L (−σ). The constraints now, keeping the right movers, become
All the variables are 2π periodic. Let us first analyse the last bilocal constraint. Setting σ = σ ′ we get
Plugging this in the constraint yields
which is verified provided
where p µ does not depend on σ. This is equivalent to
that is all the components of P R are determined by a single function F R and a constant momentum p µ with p 2 = 0. The remaining constraints, supposing that F R does not vanish, become
The function F R (σ) is arbitrary and by using the conformal invariance can be set to 1 so that
where ξ µ does not depend on σ. The first equation removes the oscillator modes of X as dynamical variables and the second removes the oscillator modes of Ξ. The problem has been greatly simplified since the dynamical variables now are just the zero modes x and p as well as ξ and its conjugate momentum q subject to the constraints (53) which become
where q and p are canonically conjugate to ξ and x. The quantisation of the system is straightforward: the wave function ψ(ξ, p) is subject to the constraints
The solution can be written as
where h µ 1 ...µn is a traceless completely symmetric tensor which verifies the massless spin n equations of motion (see for instance [20] and references therein)
Notice that the first constraint is equivalent to the tracelessness of h. The open string does not possess physical modes with the continuous spin representation. It is important to note that the quantisation reduces to the point particle quantisation and so does not ask for a critical dimension.
Closed strings
We start by analysing the bilocal constraint χ(σ, σ ′ ) = P R (σ).P L (σ ′ ) = 0. Let V R be the vector space spanned by P R (σ) when σ varies from 0 to 2π and similarly for V L , then V R and V L are orthogonal. Let p be the common zero mode of P R and P L . By taking the integral on both σ and σ ′ of the constraint χ we get that p 2 = 0. All the string modes are thus massless. Furthermore p is contained in both V R and V L . Suppose that the only nonvanishing component of p is p + , and split the spacelike and transverse indices i = 1, . . . D − 2 into a which belong to V R and a ′ which belong to V L . We thus have
and since p + is in both V R and V L we also have
The latter two constraints are equivalent to Ξ − = ξ − and P − = 0, with ξ − a constant zero mode. We have transformed the bilocal constraints into local ones at the expense of breaking the manifest Lorentz invariance. Now the constraint P.Ξ = 0 reads
which gives
upon using (59). Taking the integral over σ and using the fact that p + is nonvanishing we get ξ − = 0 and the constraint becomes
Combining it with the primary constraint Ξ 2 − 1 = 0 allows to obtain
or equivalently
It will be useful in the following to decompose the variables in Fourier modes
The Fourier modes satisfy the Poisson Brackets
the others being zero.
Quantisation
Let us first recapitulate the first class constraints that we obtained. They split into left moving ones and right moving ones. The right moving constraints with their corresponding conformal weights are
Since the constraints are first class, it is possible to quantise with the BRST prescription (for a review see, e.g., [15] ). For the quantisation to be possible the BRST charge must be nilpotent. This in turn implies, as we shall see, that the total central charge, due to the coordinates and the ghosts, must vanish (see also [22] ). Let the ghosts associated to the constraints (68-71) be denoted respectively by c a ′ , c − , d and c and the corresponding antighosts by b a ′ , b − , e and b. All the ghosts except c have conformal weights 0 and c has the conformal weight −1. The BRST charge 5 is given by
where T (m) is the energy-momentum tensor of the matter sector and is given by T (m) =: P R .Q R : /2 with the commutation relations
c m being the central charge of the right moving matter sector given by 2D; T (c) is the energy-momentum tensor of the ghost system c and b and so on for the other terms in (72). The energy-momentum tensor of the weight h ghost 6 system is given by
which satisfies commutation relations analogous to (73) with a central charge given by [21, 22] 
In the determination of the second line of (72) we have also used the commutation relations of the matter energy-momentum tensor
Here h is the conformal weight of the antighosts b h which is the same as that of the corresponding constraint; we use the conventions {c h (σ),
with the other constraints: if we denote generically one of the constraints (68-70) by K then we have
The crucial condition in the BRST quantisation is the nilpotency of Q, the calculation of Q 2 , using (72), (73) and (74), gives
where c T is the total central charge. Thus the nilpotency of Q requires that the total central charge is zero. A similar conclusion is of course true for the left sector.
The total central charge due to the ghosts of the right sector is given by
Similarly the total central charge due to the ghosts of the left movers is
Equality of the two central charges gives N
The matter contribution to the central charge is 2D. The vanishing of the total central charge gives N and D N = 13, D = 28.
In order to determine the physical states it is more convenient to fix the gauge invariance associated with the first class constraints. As is well known to each first class constraint is associated a gauge invariance, and complete gauge fixing amounts to adding constraints such that the whole system be second class. The unconstrainted phase space has 4D degrees of freedom, X µ , P µ , Ξ µ and Q µ . We have D + 4 first class constraints, gauge fixing introduces D + 4 further constraints and we are left with a total of 2(D − 4) degrees of freedom. These correspond to D − 4 = 24 coordinates, exactly the same number as the physical coordinates of the bosonic string. This fact renders the model a serious candidate for the description of the tensionless limit of the usual bosonic string. Although the spacetime dimensions are different, the number of degrees of freedom is the same. This deserves further study.
It is straightforward to verify that it is possible to choose the following gauge fixing constraints
Here q i , ξ + and p + are σ independent. Using these constraints in the Virasoro constraints gives Q − and ∂ 1 X − as
where we allowed for a normal ordering constant. If we take the zero mode part of the first equation we discover that p + q − = p.q = a, that is physical states are all massless and belong the continuous spin representation of the Poincaré group.
As we noted in Section 4, the (D, D) signature of the kinetic terms in the string action can potentially lead to negative norm states. After gauge fixing, the only physical variables are ξ a n , ξ 
This leads to a positive definite Hilbert space. In fact define
and similarily for tilded operators, then we have 
the commutators between the y ′ s and the z ′ are zero. The Fock space obtained by using the z a n and y a n as annihilation operators is thus manifestly positive definite. Notice that the constraints were crucial to render this possible: they allowed the elimination of the two time like coordinates X 0 and Ξ 0 .
Discussion
The quantization of the Polyakov string action can be done either in the BRST formalism or in the light cone gauge. In the first case, one has manifestly Lorentz covariant first class constraints and the critical dimension appears as the condition of nilpotency of the BRST charge. In the second quantisation scheme, one adds gauge fixing conditions and solves the constraints at the price of breaking manifest Lorentz invariance. The critical dimension appears as the condition of Lorentz invariance at the quantum level. In the present case, we have a mixture of the two above formalisms; the transformation of the bilocal constraints to local ones was done at the expense of breaking manifest Lorentz covariance. We ended with a Lie algebra of first class constraints and the nilpotency condition of the BRST charge gave us the critical dimension of 28. This condition is equivalent to the vanishing of the total central charge, the anomaly of the Weyl symmetry. What we have thus shown is that a necessary condition for the consistency of the theory is that the space-time dimension be 28. In order to fully prove the consistency of this BRST quantisation one has in addition to prove that in this critical dimension Lorentz covariance is maintained at the quantum level 8 . It is also of interest to study the spectrum and its relation with the tensionless limit of the bosonic string. The study of interactions, along the lines started in [13] is also of great interest. We hope to come back soon to some of these issues.
